
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
1. Council Procedure Rule 11 allows for time at each Ordinary Council meeting for the 

discussion of one Motion submitted by an Opposition Group. The debate will follow 
the rules of debate at Council Procedure Rule 13 and will last no more than 30 
minutes.  

 
2. The motion submitted is listed overleaf.  In accordance with Council Procedure Rule 

11, submission of the Opposition Motion for Debate will alternate in sequence 
between the opposition groups. This Opposition Motion is submitted by the Labour 
Group. 

 
3. Motions must be about matters for which the Council or its partners has a direct 

responsibility.  A motion may not be moved which is substantially the same as a 
motion which has been put at a meeting of the Council in the previous six months; 
or which proposes that a decision of the Council taken in the previous six months 
be rescinded; unless notice of the motion is given signed by at least twenty 
Members.  

 
4. Notice of any proposed amendments to the Motions must be given to the Monitoring 

Officer by Noon the day before the meeting.  
  
 
MOTION 
Set out overleaf is the motion that has been submitted. 

Non-Executive Report of the: 

 

COUNCIL 

17th July 2024 

Report of: Linda Walker, Interim Director of Legal and 
Monitoring Officer 

Classification: 
Unrestricted 

Motion for debate submitted by an Opposition Group  

Originating Officer(s) Matthew Mannion, Head of Democratic Services 

Wards affected All wards 



OPPOSITION MOTION FOR DEBATE ON CHILD POVERTY 
 
Proposed by: Cllr Asma Islam 
Seconded by: Cllr Rachel Blake 
 
This council notes: 

- The Borough of Tower Hamlets has faced disproportionately high levels of child 

poverty for decades.  

- Currently 56% of children in our borough live in poverty, the highest percentage in 

the UK. 

- The United Kingdom is the sixth largest economy in the world and London is the fifth 

wealthiest city in the world.  

- There have been several, high quality, pieces of research conducted on poverty in 

the Borough such as the LBTH 2021 Poverty Review and the Toynbee Hall Poverty 

Review.  

- That ‘Tackling the Cost-of-Living Crisis’ is a key component of the Tower Hamlets 

Strategic Plan as well as other anti-poverty measures such as Universal Free School 

Meals and 100% Council Tax Reduction Scheme. 

- The socio-economic duty, section 1 of the Equality Act (2010) requires public bodies 

to adopt transparent and effective measures to address the inequalities that result 

from differences in occupation, education, place of residence or social class.  

 

This council believes: 

- That combatting child poverty should be its most important objective. 

- That with political will and co-operation we can end the scourge of child poverty in 

our borough.  

- That this can only be achieved through long term planning and consensus building. 

- That eradicating poverty is not only morally just, but also a logical way we can deliver 

best value for our residents. 

- That this council should build on the work of successive political administrations and 

draw together existing work to form a comprehensive anti-poverty strategy with 

measurable targets and goals. 

- That any comprehensive Anti-Poverty Strategy needs to bring together all of the 

council’s directorates, partner orgs (Met Police, Health and Care Partnership, Tower 

Hamlets Together, Faith Groups etc.) and VSCOs.  

- That any strategy must centre the needs and voices of those who have experienced 

or currently experience poverty. 



- That a comprehensive Anti-Poverty Strategy is complemented by the LBTH 

Partnership Plan and Strategic Plan. 

This council resolves to:  

 

- Instruct the Chief Executive and Interim Director of Strategy, Improvement and 

Transformation, of LBTH to commence work on implementing the socio-economic 

duty, section one of the Equality Act (2010). 

 

- If necessary, requesting that the LBTH Constitution Working Group drafts 

amendments to the LBTH Constitution to enact the socio-economic duty. 

 

- Request that the LBTH Overview and Scrutiny Committee, form a special ‘Ending 

Child Poverty’ Task and Finish Group that will draw membership from each scrutiny 

subcommittee to ensure that it’s work is a collegiate and cross-party effort. 

 

- The ‘Ending Child Poverty’ T&F Group will be responsible for producing a 

comprehensive report and recommended strategy document to present to the Mayor 

and Cabinet upon completion.  

 


